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Mesoscopic fluctuations in entanglement
dynamics

Lih-King Lim 1, Cunzhong Lou1 & Chushun Tian 2

Understanding fluctuation phenomena plays a dominant role in the develop-
ment ofmany-bodyphysics. The time evolution of entanglement is essential to
a broad range of subjects inmany-body physics, ranging from exotic quantum
matter to quantum thermalization. Stemming from various dynamical pro-
cesses of information, fluctuations in entanglement evolution differ con-
ceptually from out-of-equilibrium fluctuations of traditional physical
quantities. Their studies remain elusive. Hereweuncover an emergent random
structure in the evolution of the many-body wavefunction in two classes of
integrable—either interacting or noninteracting—latticemodels. It gives rise to
out-of-equilibrium entanglement fluctuations which fall into the paradigm of
mesoscopic fluctuations of wave interference origin. Specifically, the entan-
glement entropy variance obeys a universal scaling law in each class, and the
full distribution displays a sub-Gaussian upper and a sub-Gamma lower tail.
These statistics are independent of both the system’s microscopic details and
the choice of entanglement probes, and broaden the class of mesoscopic
universalities. They havepractical implications for controlling entanglement in
mesoscopic devices.

When an isolated many-body system evolves, entanglement tends to
spread. Owing to the diversity of the fate of the wavefunction evolu-
tion (e.g., localized or delocalized, thermalized or not thermalized), a
wealth of entanglement patterns develop1–7. These patterns are the
building blocks of the physics of recently discovered exotic phases of
matter4,7,8, and are central to the foundations of statisticalmechanics6,7.
Understanding the long-time evolution of entanglement, and espe-
cially its universal aspects, is indispensable in the study of pattern
formation.

To address this issue, one often investigates mesoscopic rather
than macroscopic systems. Recent advancements in quantum simu-
lation platforms, ranging from cold atoms, and trapped ions to
superconducting qubits, have made possible the measurement of
information-theoretic observables and the experimental study of
entanglement evolution6,7,9. In these investigations, quantum coher-
ence is maintained across the entire sample, as required also for
mesoscopic electronic and photonic devices10,11. At the same time, the
relationship between the evolution of entanglement and quantum

thermalization in isolated systems is currently under investigations6,7.
Since various scenarios for the latter12–17 are built upon a basis of
wavefunctions with finite spatial extent, emphasis has naturally been
placed on the dynamics of entanglement on the mesoscopic scale.

A prominent feature of mesoscopic systems is the occurrence of
unique fluctuation phenomena when randomness due to quenched
disorders10,11 or chaos18,19 is present. Notably, the conductance—a basic
probe ofmesoscopic transport—fluctuations have a universal variance,
independent of sample size and the strength of randomness20,21.
Mesoscopic fluctuations are of wave interference origin and are con-
ceptually different from thermodynamic fluctuations. They are related
to various entanglement properties22,23. The universality of these fluc-
tuations is at the heart of mesoscopic physics.

In fact, there is a rapid increase in interest in entanglement fluc-
tuations. In particular, understanding out-of-equilibrium entangle-
ment fluctuation properties is key to the statistical physics of isolated
systems24,25. So far studies have focused on the kinematic case16,26–29,
where fluctuations arise from random sampling of some pure state
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ensemble, initiated by Page26. On one hand, since kinematic theories
cannot describe wave effects and dynamical properties of the Schrö-
dinger evolution30, out-of-equilibrium entanglement fluctuations are
beyond the framework of those theories. On the other hand, there
have been big efforts on out-of-equilibrium fluctuations in isolated
quantum systems31–38. But so far focus has been on traditional physical
quantities, and little has been known about information-theoretic
observables such as the entanglement entropy and the Rényi
entropy25,39.

Here, we develop an analytical theory for long-time dynamics of
entanglement in two classes of integrable lattice models. One class of
models, including the Rice–Mele model and the transverse field Ising
chain, can be mapped to noninteracting fermions; the other class
includes interacting spin chains, with the spin-1/2 Heisenberg XXZ
model as a representative. Our theory relies crucially on the uncover-
ing of a random structure emergent from the dynamical phases in the
wavefunction evolution. Treating various information-theoretic
observables as unconventional mesoscopic probes, we show that
their out-of-equilibrium fluctuations fall into the paradigmof universal
mesoscopic fluctuations in disordered or chaotic systems. Our find-
ings have immediate implications for controlling entanglement in
quantum simulation platforms.

Results
Description of main results
Emergent mesoscopic fluctuations. We find that the many-body
wavefunction evolution endows the correlation matrix (the reduced
density matrix) with a random structure for noninteracting (interact-
ing)models, even though the system is neither chaotic nor disordered.
Specifically, for noninteracting models the time dependence enters
through N ≈ L

2 dynamical phases (ω1t,…,ωNt) ≡ωt, with L being the

number of unit cells, so that the instantaneous correlation matrix C(t)
is given by some N-variable (matrix-valued) function ~CðφÞ for φ =ωt;
due to the incommensurality of ω an ensemble of random matrices
~CðφÞ then results. Each ~CðφÞ is determined by φ, the virtual disorder
realization uniformly distributed over a N-dimensional torus (Fig. 1). It
describes a virtual disordered sample, and determines entanglement
properties of that sample in the same fashion as C(t) determines the
system’s instantaneous entanglement properties. For interacting
models, C(t) and ~CðφÞ are replaced by the instantaneous reduced
density matrix ρA(t) and its N-variable counterpart ~ρAðφÞ, respectively,
and N grows exponentially with L. So, when the system’s wavefunction
evolves, the trajectoryφ =ωt sweeps out the entiredisorder ensemble,
trading the temporal fluctuations of various information-theoretic
observables to mesoscopic sample-to-sample fluctuations20,21. In par-
ticular, we find that these out-of-equilibrium entanglement fluctua-
tions arise fromwave interference, similar to mesoscopic fluctuations.
Interestingly, this kind of trajectory plays an important role in Chir-
ikov’s studies of the relations between mesoscopic physics and
quantum chaos40.

However, there are important differences between ordinary
quenched disorders and the randomness emergent from entangle-
ment evolution. As shown below, the latter has a strength ∼ 1=

ffiffiffi
L

p
for

noninteractingmodels and ~e−L for interacting, and thus diminishes for
L→∞. This situation renders canonical mesoscopic theories based on
diagrammatical10,11 and field-theoretical41 methods inapplicable, since
they require the disorder strength to be independent of the sample
size. In addition, because C(t) is a (block-)Toeplitz matrix and very
little42 is known about the spectral statistics of random Toeplitz
matrices, mesoscopic theories based on randommatrix methods43 are
inapplicable either. Herewe develop a different approachbased on the
modern nonasymptotic probability theory44, that relies merely on the

Fig. 1 | Emergence ofmesoscopic fluctuations in entanglement evolution. aWe
simulate entanglement entropy evolution S(t) of Rice–Mele model up to t = 104 in
unit of ℏ/J (LA = 25, L = 124); see the inset. Its fluctuation statistics (histograms) is
shown to be equivalent to the statistics of entanglement entropy fluctuations in an
ensemble of virtual disordered samples (dashed line, for 5 × 105 disorder realiza-
tionsφ). b These long-time fluctuations differ from the profile of S(t) at early time.
Inset: At early time S(t) exhibits growth followed by damped oscillations.

c Simulations show that the nearest-neighbor spacing distribution characterizing
spectral fluctuations of the correlation matrix C(t) (inset) is indistinguishable from
that for an ensemble of truly random matrices ~CðφÞ, and is semi-Poissonian.
d Physically, as system’s wavefunction evolves, the dynamical phases
φ = (ω1t,…,ωNt) sweeps out an ensembleofmesoscopic samples ~CðφÞ. The quench
protocol is ðJ,J0,MÞ : ð1,0:5,0:5Þ ! ð1,1:5,1:5Þ.
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statistical independence of the components ofφ and applies to any L.
A related approach has recently been used to find novel universalities
in mesoscopic transport45.

Fluctuation statistics. Uncovering the randomstructure, we show that
fluctuations in entanglement evolution exhibit intriguing universal
behaviors for each class of models, independent of microscopic
details. First, when the variance Var(S) of the entanglement entropy S,
as well as L and LA (the subsystem size), are rescaled by appropriate
microscopic quantities, the universal scaling law:

VarðSÞ= 1=L+ L3A=L
2, for noninteracting

LβAe
�L, for interacting

(
ð1Þ

models follow, where β is between 2 and 4, depending on both the
initial state and the system’s parameters. Second, the distribution of S
has a universal shape, and is asymmetric with respect to its mean 〈S〉,
displaying a sub-Gaussian upper and a sub-Gamma lower tail. In
particular, for both classes, the probability of large deviation ϵ is

PðjS� hSij≥ ϵÞ= e�
ϵ2
2b+ , for S� hSi>0

e�
ϵ2

2ðb� + cϵÞ, for S� hSi<0

8<
: , ð2Þ

where b± / VarðSÞ and c>0 depend on the ratio LA/L. Third, Eqs. (1)
and (2) hold for other probes, e.g., the R�e nyi entropy. These universal
fluctuation behaviors are irrespective of the location of 〈S〉 in Page’s
curve26. By Eq. (1) at fixed LA the variance vanishes in the limit L→∞ (cf.
Fig. 2a), implying the full suppression of temporal fluctuations beyond
some critical time, in agreement with a benchmark result of entan-
glement evolution1 and for the first time generalizing that result to
interacting spin models analytically. How the entanglement entropy
saturates in interacting systems is crucial to understanding experi-
ments on entanglement dynamics6,7. In contrast, at fixed L, as LA
increases the variancedisplays a power-lawgrowth (cf. Figs. 2b and 5c),
which is faster than ~LA displayed by typical extensive quantities. We
shall see below this enhanced growth results from quantum
interference.

Theory and numerical verifications
Noninteracting models. Having summarized the main results, we
outline the derivations and present numerical verifications. A com-
plete description is given in Supplementary Notes 1–8 for non-
interacting models and Supplementary Note 9 for interacting models.
We start from the free fermion case, and focus on theRice–Melemodel

with the Hamiltonian (see Supplementary Note 1)

HRM = �
XL
i = 1

Jcy
i�A
ci�B + J

0cy
i�B
cði + 1Þ�A +h:c:

� �

+M
XL
i= 1

cy
i�A
ci�A � cy

i�B
ci�B

� �
:

ð3Þ

Here J, J0 are the hopping amplitudes,M is the staggered onsite mass,
cyiσ ,ciσ (σ = �A ,�B) are, respectively, fermionic creation and annihilation
operators at the σ-sublattice sites belonging to the ith unit cell. The
system has a total of L unit cells and is subjected to the periodic
boundary condition. Generalizations to othermodelsmappable to free
fermions are straightforward. Let the system be at the half-filling
ground stateΨ(0). At t =0, we suddenly change the parameters of the
Hamiltonian. So the pre-quench stateΨ(0) evolves unitarily under the
new Hamiltonian to state Ψ(t) at a later time t. Because Ψ(0) is a
Gaussian state and the system is fermionic, the instantaneous
entanglement entropy can be expressed as

SðtÞ=
Z

dλ eðλÞTrA δðλ� CðtÞÞ ð4Þ

using the method in refs. 46–49. Here eðλÞ= � λ ln λ� ð1� λÞ lnð1� λÞ
is the binary entropy function. TrA δð:::Þ gives the spectral density of
the correlation matrix C(t) with element Ciσ,i0σ0 ðtÞ= ΨðtÞ�

∣cyiσci0σ0 ∣ΨðtÞ�.
The trace is restricted to the subsystem A. When replacing e(λ) by an
appropriate function of λ, we obtain other entanglement probes such
as the R�e nyi entropy. This kind of expression indicates that the evol-
ving spectral density underlies out-of-equilibrium behaviors of
different entanglement probes. They are analogous to the expressions
for probes of mesoscopic transport. Indeed, if we replace C(t) with the
product of the transmission matrix and its hermitian conjugate, we
transform Eq. (4) to the Landauer formula for conductance with e(λ)
changed to λ, and to formulas for other transport probes with e(λ)
changed to appropriate functions of λ43.

Because the eigenenergy spectrum displays a reflection and a
particle-hole symmetry, when particle eigenenergies ωm

2 (Planck’s
constant set to unity) at Bloch momenta
km = 2πðm�1Þ

L ,m= 1,:::,N = ½L2�+ 1, are given, all other particles and all hole
eigenenergies are known. Due to the translational invariance of
the system, the time parameter enters the correlation matrix through
the dynamical phases ωt associated with ω ≡ (ω1, . . . ,ωN). Specifically,
we can define a function ~CðφÞ=C0 +C1ðφÞ on theN-dimensional torus.
Leaving its detailed form for Supplementary Note 2, here we only
expose its key properties. First, C0,1 are block-Toeplitz matrices, with
elements ðC0,1Þii0 being 2 × 2 blocks defined in the sublattice sector and
dependingon theunit cell indexes i,i0 via ði� i0Þ, i.e., ðC0,1Þii0 � ðC0,1Þi�i0 .
Second, C0 is φ-independent, whereas C1 is not and its elements take
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Fig. 2 | Entanglement entropy distribution of Rice-Mele model. We perform
statistical analysis of the temporal fluctuations in the simulated entanglement
entropy evolution. a Variation of the distribution with increasing L at fixed LA.
b Same as a., but with increasing LA at fixed L. c The large deviation probability P(∣S

−〈S〉∣ ≥ ϵ), with upper and lower tail respectively, is well fitted by Eq. (2) (dashed
lines), implying that the upper (squares) tail distribution is sub-Gaussian and the
lower (circles) is sub-Gamma. The ratio LA/L is 0.1 (yellow), 0.2 (green) and 0.5
(blue), with the same quench protocol as Fig. 1.
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the form of

ðC1Þl � 1
L

PN
m= 1

RlðkmÞ cosφm + IlðkmÞ sinφm

� �
, ð5Þ

where the elements of blocks, R’s, I’s, are complex and depend on km
(as well as post-quench Hamiltonian parameters). Then C(t) is given by
~CðφÞ at φ =ωt. Similarly, with the introduction of SðφÞ �R
dλ eðλÞTrA δðλ� ~CðφÞÞ in parallel to Eq. (4) (for notational simplicity

we use the same symbol Sdespite differences in the arguments.), S(t) is
given by S(φ) at φ =ωt. This implies that, like C(t), an evolving
entanglement probe depends on t through the dynamical phases ωt.
Such dependence has an immediate consequence (see Supplementary
Note 3 for details). That is, because in general, the components ofω are
incommensurate, after initial growth1 and dampedoscillations50 due to
the traversal of quasiparticle pairs or the incomplete revival of
wavefunction (Fig. 1b), an entanglement probe displays quasiperiodic
oscillations (Fig. 1a, inset), which are reproducible under the same
initial conditions.

To understand the fluctuation properties of quasiperiodic oscil-
lations we note that the trajectory φ =ωt generates an ensemble of
random matrices ~CðφÞ, each of which is determined by the disorder
realization,φ, and thus is separated into two parts: nonrandom C0 and
random C1(φ). The probability measure of this ensemble is induced by
the uniform distribution of φ via Eq. (5). This ensemble has some
prominent features (see Supplementary Note 4 for detailed discus-
sions): First, since φm’s are statistically independent, Eq. (5) implies
that each element randomly fluctuates around its mean, with a mag-
nitude ∼ 1=

ffiffiffi
L

p
. Thus for fixed ratio LA/L, the randomness diminishes in

the limit of large matrix size. Second, the elements of two distinct
blocks are statistically independent. Third, the average elements decay
rapidly with their distance to themain diagonal. These features lead to
a semi-Poissonian nearest-neighbor spacing distribution51,52,

P0ðsÞ=4se�2s , ð6Þ

as shown in simulations (Fig. 1c); this kind of universal intermediate
statistics was originally found for Anderson transitions53. Strikingly,
despite that the Rice–Mele model is integrable and has no extrinsic
randomness, the evolving correlation matrix can exhibit level repul-
sion: P0(s→0) ~ s, which is a distinctive property of quantum chaos18,19.
We can demonstrate that the statistical equivalenceof the ensemble of
~CðφÞ and the time series C(t) (Fig. 1c) hinges only on the incommen-
surabilty of ω (see Supplementary Note 8 when this condition is not
met). Furthermore, much like that a transmission matrix determines
transport properties of a mesoscopic sample, a matrix ~CðφÞ deter-
mines S(φ) and other entanglement probes of a virtual mesoscopic
sample at the disorder realization φ; consequently, the statistical
equivalence between C(t) and ~CðφÞ leads to the statistical equivalence
between out-of-equilibrium and sample-to-sample fluctuations of
various entanglement probes, in agreement with simulation
results (Fig. 1a).

Exploiting this equivalence, we proceed to study the statistics of
entanglement entropy fluctuations (see Supplementary Notes 5 and 6
for full details). To overcome the difficulties discussed in the intro-
duction with the unusual disorder structure, below we combine the
continuity properties of the N-variable function S(φ) with the non-
asymptotic probabilistic method, so-called concentration inequality44.
This allows us to work out a statistical theory for mesoscopic sample-
to-sample fluctuations of S(φ) at total system size L, which is finite so
that the disorder strength does not vanish.

In order to study the distribution of S(φ), we introduce the loga-
rithmic moment-generating function GðuÞ � lnheuðS�hSiÞi, with u being
real and 〈⋅〉 denoting the average over φ. Consider the downward
fluctuations (i.e., S−〈S〉 <0) first. Because the N components of φ are

statistically independent, we can apply the so-called modified loga-
rithmic Sobolev inequality44 to obtain

d
du

G
u
≤

1
u2

PN
m= 1 e

uðS�hSiÞ ϕð�uðS� S�mÞÞ
h iD E

euðS�hSiÞ� � ð7Þ

withϕ(x) = ex−x−1 andu ≤0.Here S�m is themaximal valueof S(φ), when
φm varies and other arguments are fixed. Observing that the leading
u-expansion of the right-hand side is b�

2 , with

b� �
XN
m= 1

ðS� S�mÞ2
D E

, ð8Þ

we separate the right-hand side of the inequality into two terms, b�
2 and

the remainder. Then, we show that the latter is bounded by c�
dG
du with

c− being a negative constant. So we cast inequality (7) to

d
du

ð1 + jc�juÞG
u

≤
b�
2

, ð9Þ

which can be readily integrated to give G≤ b�
2

u2

1 + jc�ju. Such bound holds
also for Gamma random variables. It generalizes the tail behaviors of
the Gamma distribution, giving the so-called sub-Gamma tail44.
Specifically, following standard procedures, we can use Markov’s
inequality to turn this bound for G into a bound for the probability of
downward fluctuations. The result is

PðS<hSi � ϵÞ≤ e�ϵ2=2ðb� + jc�jϵÞ ð10Þ

for any ϵ > 0. This gives a sub-Gamma lower tail, which crosses over
from a Gaussian to an exponential form at ϵ ~ b−/∣c−∣.

Similarly, we can study theupwardfluctuations (i.e., S−〈S〉 >0).We
replace S�m in inequality (7) with S +

m , which is theminimal S(φ) whenφm

varies and other arguments are fixed, and consider u >0. Upon
separating b+

2 , with b+ � PN
m= 1hðS� S+

mÞ
2i, from the right-hand side of

the inequality, the remainder is negative. As a result, c− is replaced by0
and G≤ b+ u

2

2 , giving

PðS>hSi + ϵÞ≤ e�ϵ2=ð2b+ Þ ð11Þ

for any ϵ >0, which is a sub-Gaussian upper tail.
The inequalities (10) and (11) show that S(φ) concentrates

around 〈S〉 albeit with different bounds for upward and downward
fluctuations. Simulations further show that the exact deviation
probability for large downward (upward) fluctuations agrees with
the form given by the right-hand side of the corresponding con-
centration inequality, with b± and c− as fitting parameters (Fig. 2c).
Therefore, for large deviation, the upper (lower) tail distribution
has the universal form given by the first (second) line in Eq. (2),
and the parameters b± and c in Eq. (2) are proportional to b± and
c−, respectively. So for large ϵ the upper tail is always Gaussian
e�ϵ2=ð2b+ Þ while the lower is always exponential e�ϵ=ð2cÞ, different
from the distribution tails of thermodynamic fluctuations which
are symmetric and Gaussian.

With Eq. (2) we find that the variance Var(S) is given by b±. To
calculate the latter, note that by the mean value theorem, there exists
�φm between φm and φ±

m (at which S±
m is reached), so that ðS� S ±

mÞ
2
is

givenby ðφm � φ±
mÞ2ð∂�φm

SÞ2. Then, for large L the Fourier series of ∂φm
S

with respect to φm is truncated at the second harmonics, giving
ð∂�φm

SÞ2 ∼ R dφm
2π ð∂φm

SÞ2. Applying these analyses to the definitions of
b±, we obtain

VarðSÞ / j∂φSj2
D E

: ð12Þ
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This relation is confirmednumerically (Fig. 3a), and the proportionality
coefficient is found to be ≈ 1/8. Equation (12) uncovers a relation
between entanglement entropy fluctuations and continuity properties
of the N-variable function S(φ). It resembles the so-called
concentration-of-measure phenomenon, a modern perspective of
probability theory54,55, where fluctuations of an observable are
controlled by its Lipschitz continuity. This continuity is a key ingredient
of universal wave-to-wave fluctuations in mesoscopic transport45.

By definition of S(φ), we have ∂φm
S=TrAðlnð~C

�1 � IÞ∂φm
C1Þ.

Because of C1 =Oð1=
ffiffiffi
L

p
Þ, we expand the logarithm in C1 up to the first

order. Taking into account that C0 is short-ranged, we obtain

∂φm
S= � TrA ðH0 + ð∂C0

H0ÞC1Þ∂φm
C1

h i
, ð13Þ

where H0 = lnðC�1
0 � IÞ is the entanglement Hamiltonian in the

absence of disorder. Substituting Eq. (13) into Eq. (12), we find that the
two terms in Eq. (13) contribute to the variance separately. The con-
tribution by the first term is a/L and that by the second is bL3A=L

2,
and the former (latter) is found to be a subsystem’s edge (bulk) effect.
Here the coefficient a is proportional to the square of the size of the
subsystem’s edge, and both a and b have nodependenceon L,LA. Upon
rescaling: L,LAby

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
a=b

p
andVar(S) by

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
ab

p
, weobtain the scaling law (1)

for noninteracting models, which is confirmed by simulations
(Fig. 3b–d). By Eq. (1), one enters the regime Var(S) = L−1 for LA≪ L1/3 (b)
and the regime VarðSÞ= L3A=L2 for LA≫ L1/3 (c).

Let us consider other entanglement probes such as the
second-order R�e nyi entropy S2. As said above, in this case, we have
an expression similar to Eq. (4), with e(λ) changed (see Supple-
mentary Note 2). Repeating the analysis above, we find for S2
the same relation as (12). Furthermore, we can calculate 〈∣∂φS2∣2〉 in
the same way as 〈∣∂φS∣2〉. As a result, we find that Var(S2) obeys the

same scaling law as Eq. (1) for noninteracting models. These sta-
tistics of S2 are confirmed numerically (Fig. 3). In Supplementary
Notes 5–7 we further show that Eqs. (1), (2) and (12) hold for more
general probes.

To understand physically the scaling behavior we use the concept
of coherent entangled quasiparticle pair1. Consider a quasiparticle
inside the subsystem A. When pairing with another outside, it
contributes to the bipartite entanglement. Due to the Heisenberg
uncertainty, this particle’s position fluctuates with time, leading to
the temporal fluctuationΦ(t) of the pairing amplitude. In the simplest
case, the particle hops virtually from a site i to j (in A as well)
and back to i. Since the entangled pair is a correlation
effect, ΦðtÞ∼P

ijðC1ðωtÞÞijðC1ðωtÞÞji and thus by Eq. (5) ΦðtÞ∼
1
L2
∑ij∑mneiðkm�knÞði�jÞeiðωm +ωnÞt=2, where km,

ωm
2 are respectively the Bloch

momentum and the particle eigenenergy associated with the hopping
i→ j, and kn,

ωn
2 with j→ i. The variance of a generic entanglement probe

is given by

Z
dtjΦðtÞj2 ∼ 1

L4
X
iji0 j0

X
mnm0n0

δωm +ωn ,ωm0 +ωn0

× eiððkm�knÞði�jÞ�ðkm0 �kn0 Þði0�j0 ÞÞ,

ð14Þ

where (km−kn)(i−j) and ðkm0 � kn0 Þði0 � j0Þ are the phases of the paths:
i→ j→ i and i0 ! j0 ! i0, respectively. Becauseω’s are incommensurate,
we obtain ðm,nÞ= ðm0,n0Þ or ðn0,m0Þ. So the first sum is dominated by
those terms with two phases being identical. As a result,R
dtjΦðtÞj2 ∼ L3A=L

2, with the numerator (denominator) given by the
first (second) sum: This is the second term in the first line of Eq. (1).We
see that it arises from the constructive interference between the two
hopping paths (Fig. 4).
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i= 1ðσx
i σ

x
i+ 1 +hσ

z
i Þ with σα

i the
Pauli matrices and h the external magnetic field, for different sizes and different
quenchprotocols to study the variance of two entanglement probesO = S, S2. a For
bothO the data confirm the relation (12). b-c They also confirm the limiting scaling
behavior described by the first (second) term of the first line of Eq. (1) for

sufficiently small (large)L3A=L.d Fordifferentmodels, after rescalingVar(O), L, LA all
data collapse to the universal curve described by Eq. (1) for noninteractingmodels.
Inset: Zoom-in view of the regime near the origin. All theoretical predictions are
presented by dashed lines. The quench protocols of ðJ, J0,MÞ for RM are I:
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Interacting models. For interacting models, the correlation function
method and Eq. (4) do not hold in general. What happens then? In this
case, wehave to retreat back to themore general expression of various
information-theoretic observables in terms of the instantaneous
reduced density matrix ρA(t). Below we generalize the theory above to
the spin-1/2 anisotropic Heisenberg XXZ model56 defined by the
Hamiltonian

HXXZ = J
XL
i = 1

ðSxi Sxi+ 1 + Syi Syi + 1 +ΔSzi Szi+ 1Þ, ð15Þ

where Sαi are spin-1/2 operators,Δ is the anisotropy parameter, and the
periodic boundary condition is imposed; generalizations to other
interacting models are possible, which we will not discuss further. For
simplicity here we consider the initial state Ψ(0) to be an unpolarized
random state; see SupplementaryNote 9 for their detailed description.
Other Ψ(0) will be studied in that note.

Let Ψ(0) =∑mχmΨm, where Ψm’s are eigenstates and χm’s are
superposition coefficients. The number of excited eigenbases, D, may
be estimated as the participation ratio ðPmjχmj4Þ

�1
, which grows

exponentially in L36. As the wavefunction evolves, ρA(t) = ρA0 + ρA1(t),
where ρA0 =

P
mjχmj2TrB∣Ψm

�
Ψm

�
∣ and ρA1(t) =∑m≠ne�iðωm�ωnÞt

χmχ
*
nTrB∣Ψm

�
Ψn

�
∣ with ωm’s being eigenenergies, and B is the com-

plement of A. Importantly, all eigenenergy mismatches: ωm−ωn here
are completely determined by N (=D − 1) mismatches: ωm−ω1 ≡ωm1

(m = 2,...,D), because of ωm−ωn =ωm1−ωn1. So, similar to the free fer-
mion case, the time parameter enters through the N phases ωt, with
ω ≡ (ω21,...,ωD1). Introducing a function ~ρAðφÞ= ρA0 + ~ρA1ðφÞ on the N-
dimensional torus,

~ρA1ðφÞ=
X
m≠n

e�iðφm�φnÞχmχ
*
n TrB∣Ψm

�
Ψn

�
∣, ð16Þ

and associating with ~ρAðφÞ various entanglement probes, e.g. S(φ) =
−TrAð~ρA ln ~ρAÞ and S2ðφÞ= � ln TrAð~ρ2

AÞ, we then obtain corresponding
instantaneous probes from S(φ), S2(φ), etc., by setting φ =ωt.

The components of ω are incommensurate in general. Thus var-
ious probes:S(t), S2(t), etc. displayquasiperiodic oscillations,which are
seen in long-time simulations (by using the standard numerical
method57). Most importantly, because the trajectory φ =ωt is ergodic
on torus, the temporal fluctuations of an entanglement probe say S(t)
are statistically equivalent to the sample-to-sample fluctuations of
S(φ), with each sample having adisorder realizationφ and represented

by ~ρAðφÞ. Moreover, the sum in Eq. (16) is dominated by ∼ LμAD
1 + ν

terms, where 1 ≤ μ ≤ 2, 0 ≤ ν < 1, and the value of μ, ν depends on Ψ(0)
and Δ (see Supplementary Note 9 for details). Taking χmχ

*
n ∼ 1=D into
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Fig. 4 | Wave origin of entanglement fluctuations. The pairing amplitude of the
coherent entangled quasiparticle pair (solid lines) fluctuates with time. Con-
structive interference between two paths due to virtual hopping (blue and red
dashed lines), that underlies such fluctuations, leads the variance of a generic
entanglement probe to exhibiting the scaling behavior ∼ L3A=L

2 for noninteracting
models.
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account, we find that ~ρA1ðφÞ∼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
LμA=D

1�ν
q

. So the disorder strength

decays exponentially with L.
Uncovering this random structure, we can also use the modified

logarithmic Sobolov inequality (7) to address fluctuation statistics.
Repeating previous analysis, we find that the distribution of S, S2, etc.
all follow Eq. (2), as confirmed numerically (Fig. 5a). And similar
to noninteracting models, the variances of probesO = S, S2, etc. satisfy
Eq. (12). Moreover, as shown in Supplementary Note 9 and confirmed
numerically (Fig. 5b), ρA0≈I=DA for 1≪ LA≪ L, with DA being the
dimension of the subsystemHilbert space: This belongs to the class of
concentration-of-measure phenomena16,45,54,55, investigations of whose
relations to quantum entanglement were initiated in ref. 16. Sub-
stituting this ρA0 into Eq. (12) we find that

VarðOÞ / D2
AhjTrAð~ρA1∂φ~ρA1Þj2i, ð17Þ

where the proportionality coefficient is independent of L, LA. Thus the
scaling behaviors of mesoscopic fluctuations of entanglement
dynamics must be independent of the choice of O, as confirmed
numerically (d). Substituting Eq. (16) into Eq. (17), we find VarðOÞ∼ LβA
e−κL (κ > 0, β = 2μ∈ [2,4]). After rescaling L, LA andVar(O), we obtain the
second line of Eq. (1). In simulations, Var(O) is indeed seen to decay
exponentiallywith L forfixed LA (c,mainpanel), and todisplayapower-
law increase in LA for fixed L (c, inset), with a power 2.4.

Discussion
Our theory essentially hinges upon the relation between the wave-
function evolution and the trajectory φ =ωt on a high-dimensional
torus, and the information-theoretic observable as a function on that
torus. So it can be extended to more general contexts. First, it applies
to other characteristics of entanglement especially the subsystem
complexity, studies ofwhose temporalfluctuations have been initiated
recently58. Second, our ongoing studies have shown that there are no
principal difficulties in generalizing the present theory to nonintegr-
able interacting spin chains. Third, experiments show that the entan-
glement dynamics of Bose–Hubbard model exhibit temporal
fluctuations6; it is interesting to generalize the present results to that
model and compare them with existing measurements. Fourth, our
ongoing studies have also shown that the general theorydeveloped for
interacting models, while based on the full reduced density of the
matrix, should be capable of unifying results for noninteracting and
interacting models. Indeed, for noniteracting models, provided the
initial state is Gaussian we can use that theory to reproduce Eq. (1); for
the non-Gaussian initial state, we can show that the emergent disorder
carries the same structure as in the Gaussian case, which is a key
leading to the scaling law (1) and suggests its robustness. Finally,
because each virtual disordered sample corresponds to a pure state,
our work suggests a simple way of producing a random pure-state
ensemble to which great experimental efforts59 are made. That is, we
evolve an initial pure state by a single Hamiltonian and collect states at
distinct sufficiently long times.

Data availability
All data are displayed in themain text and Supplementary Information.
Additional data are available from the corresponding author upon
request.

Code availability
The code that supports the plots in the main text and Supplementary
Information is available from the corresponding author upon request.
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